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A Comparative Performance Evaluation Model
of Mobile Agent Versus Remote Method
Invocation for Information Retrieval
Yousry El-Gamal, Khalid El-Gazzar, and Magdy Saeb
power available in the server machines by shifting the
computations into the server side. In this work, we present a
comparative performance evaluation model of Mobile Agents
versus Remote Method Invocation by means of an analytical
approach. In the following few lines, we discuss various
approaches for information retrieval.
Static decision approach of choosing between mobile
agents and client-server paradigms was discussed several
times for a variety of applications. References [4]-[5]-[6] have
comprehensively discussed this approach. The authors built
their model based on, we believe, some impractical
assumptions. Actually, this was reported by the authors
themselves, to keep their model simple. Other authors have
discussed the same approach by using applications from the
network management domain [7]-[8]-[9]. Conversely, other
researchers have proposed a mixed approach such as in
reference [10]. In their work, they concluded that only a
mixture between mobile agent migrations and remote
procedure calls would produce minimal network traffic. The
impact of various migration strategies of mobile agents on the
overall performance was discussed in [11]. Minor work was
found that discusses the influence of the wireless network
transmission quality on the overall response time [12]. In this
work, the authors have proposed a mathematical model to
compare the response time between client-server and mobile
agent approaches. The scalability of mobile agents was
investigated, and the authors pointed out that the server
scalability of mobile agent server software is a severe penalty
for overall performance of mobile agent-based approaches
[13] Using the experimental results approach, some authors
have presented results of experiments with the “Aglets mobile
agent system” and a client server implementation based on
Java RMI [14]. Recently, comparison between mobile agent
and RMI-based applications has attracted a growing attention.
This is probably because mobile agents have a better fault
tolerance when compared to the RMI [15]. Two important
properties for fault-tolerant mobile agent execution:
nonblocking and executing exactly-once were discussed in
[16]. The mobile agent paradigm is considered a promising
model for load balancing in general, and diffusion loadbalancing techniques in particular [17]-[27]. The authors of
reference [18] have presented a decentralized algorithm for
dynamic load balancing based on the mobile agent paradigm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OBILE agents are considered one of the most power allembracing forms of code mobility. Mobile agents have
not yet been well received by the internet community [1] since
issues such as reliability and security are yet to receive
developers’ confidence. However, along with the wide spread
of Java-based applications, mobile agents have become
extensively popular not only in the research community but
also in industrial projects [2]. One of the most attractive
applications for mobile agents is the notion of "distributed
information processing". This is particularly clear in the
mobile computing scenarios where users have portable
computing devices with only intermittent, low bandwidth
connections to the main network. A mobile agent can abandon
the portable device, move onto the network locations of the
needed information resource and perform a locally customretrieval task. Only the results are transmitted back to a
portable device [3]. Moreover, the mobile agent can carry on a
task while the connection to the portable device is temporally
lost and then continue once the link returns to send the found
result.
Furthermore, mobile agents can exploit the high processing
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development of mobile agent applications due to its nature in
handling heterogeneous platforms. Unfortunately, java does
not support strong migration. For example, it does not provide
sufficient mechanisms for capturing the execution state of the
agent [25]. However, during the last few years, many
techniques were introduced to overcome this drawback and
they are classified into two major categories. Those that use
modified or custom Virtual Machines (VMs) and those that
change the compilation model [26]. Nevertheless, each of
these approaches has its pitfalls. In load-balance applications,
it is required that the application be restored to the exact state
before agent migration to be transparent to the application
itself. Therefore, strong migration seems to be the rational
choice. In other applications, where agents are considered to
be efficient such as in information retrieval applications,
mobile agents that support only weak mobility is considered to
be sufficiently acceptable. This is primarily to avoid the high
cost of strong mobility. The next section provides a model for
this type of applications.

An immense effort is put into mobile agent security issues
[19]-[20]-[21]-[28]. More efforts were put in studying the
performance of mobile agent platforms themselves [22]-[23][24]. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section two presents the concept of agent migration. Section
three describes the proposed comparative analytical model for
performance comparison between mobile agents and RMI.
Section four discusses results, and finally section five
provides a summary and our conclusions.
II. THE AGENT MIGRATION
Through the agent lifetime, an agent could migrate from an
execution environment to another. The agent migration
process consists of deactivating the agent, capturing its state,
transporting the agent to a new location, restoring the agent
state, and then resuming the agent execution. In this
environment, different migration strategies can be employed.
In the next two sub-sections, we illustrate these different
migration strategies and mobility models.

III. THE PERFORMANCE MODEL

A. The Migration Strategy
There are two main discerned categories to transfer the
code and data to the destination platform in a mobile agent
technology. These are "push" and "pull". The strategy used in
migration has a great impact on the mobile agent performance.
One of the pitfalls of the "push strategy" is that it drives
classes that could not have been used in the next locations or
could never have been used at all. On the other hand, a "pull
strategy" requires a fast reliable retained connection or at least
a fast way to reconnect to the agent source through the agent
lifetime. All of these strategies can be classified [11] as
follows:

In this section, we propose an analytical model that
describes the network load and the response time in order to
compare the performance of both the mobile agents and the
Remote Method Invocation (RMI). RMI is an object
equivalent of the classical client-server approach. In this
research, we are only concerned with the parameters that can
be useful in the comparative evaluation. For example, the
number of requests that arrives to the server can affect the
total processing time of the request. However, such effect
when applied on both approaches will have no comparative
impact. We are interested in identifying the parameters
required for choosing a certain paradigm. Therefore, the
influence of the server conditions and the network conditions
will not be of value in the comparative evaluation. We
consider a common application scenario as the foundation for
the development of the proposed model. The scenario consists
of a client that searches for a single data item located in one of
the n servers. The task is terminated once the data item is
found. We assume that the client begins to send a request Breq
in bytes and the servers reply by Bres if the requested data are
found otherwise, a reply BNF is returned. The same process is
repeated on the next server until the required data are fetched.
On the other hand, the mobile agent approach visits
sequentially the set of servers until it obtains the desired
information. Fig. 1 clearly demonstrates this scenario.
The mobile agent compresses the data which are found at
the server before transmitting it back to the client by a
compression ratio σ, where 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1. We assume that the
mobile agent consists of code BC, data state BD, where BD is
the sum of the bytes of the result, and BS is the execution
state. The probability of finding data at server i is given by pi,
where 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1. The migration process consists of
marshalling data and state, transmitting the code, data and
state to the destination, unmarshalling data and state then,

Push-all-to-next
The code and all referenced objects are totally transferred to
the next location
Push-all-to-all
The complete code of the agent are transmitted to all
destination platforms the agent intending to visit so it needs all
itinerary to be known in advance.
Pull-all-units
The agent only transmits the data and after the destination
receives it starts to download all class files immediately when
the first class file must be downloaded.
Pull-per-unit
After the destination receives the data, it tries to download
the needed class file only.
B. The Mobility Models
Mobile agents consist of three main components: code
segment, data state, and execution state. When they are all
captured and transferred, we classify the mobility here as a
strong migration. On the other hand, weak mobility is the
ability to transfer code and data state only. There is no
migration to the execution state in this case. Some believe that
Java has been put forward as the preferred language for the
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resuming the agent execution. We assume that the time to
marshalling and unmarshalling one byte is tm. The time to
process the request at the server is tp. The time to transfer one
byte from location L1 to location L2 over the direct link L1-L2

n

Bcs = np ∑(1− p )i −1(iBreq + (i −1)BNF + Bres )

(2)

i =1

Now, we investigate the mobile agent approach. For sake of
simplicity, we additionally assume that when the agent
migrates to a new location it carries all its code, data, and all
state information by using the “push all-to-next” migration
strategy. However, while the agent migrates back to home, it
carries only the data state. BMA is the total network traffic, in
bytes, caused by this paradigm. This network load is
calculated by:

t

is B L 1−L 2 . That is, indirect routes are ignored. We emphasize
that, each server will be visited only once. Therefore, there is
no reusing of the same server again in one searching task. The
load due to TCP header is ignored. There is no network
queuing time. For sake of simplicity, we assume that the
returned result has a constant size. We additionally assume a
constant overhead scheduling time (ts) in the case of mobile
agents. That is, the agent action is considered as a heavy task.
Finally, we neglect the authentication overhead. We consider
that all of these assumptions have negligible effect on the
comparative study suggested in this work.

B MA = p1 (B C + 2B S + B req + (1 − σ ) B res ) +
p 2 (1 − p1 )(2B C + 3B S + 2B req + (1 − σ )B res ) + ...
p n (1 − p1 )(1 − p 2 )...(1 − p n −1 )
(nB C + (n + 1)B S + nB req + (1 − σ )B res )

That is,
n

i −1

i =1

j =1

B MA = ∑ p i ∏ (1 − p j )(i B C + (i + 1) B S + iB req + (1 − σ ) B res )

(3)

Again, if we assume that all the servers have the same
probability (p) of finding data item. Then equation 3 can be
written as:
n

B MA = np ∑ (1 − p )i −1 (iB C + (i + 1)B S + iB req + (1 − σ )B res )

(4)

i=1

Considering the case of handheld devices or as an example a
PDA, we are concerned only with the traffic cost from the
client side such as GPRS connection to the internet. The
traffic by the mobile agent paradigm is calculated by:
B MA GPRS = B C + 2 B S + B req + (1 − σ ) B res

(5)

This load remains constant whatever the number of the visited
locations. In addition, the impact of client wireless connection
reliability is considered negligible in the case of using mobile
agent approach. Therefore, the use of the mobile agent
approach reduces the network traffic by the client side to a
minimum. Whereas, the network traffic that is caused by the
RMI approach remains unchanged from that one calculated
above by equation 2.

Fig. 1 Illustration of a graphical scenario of a client trying to search
for data in a set of web servers

A. The Network Load
We start by analyzing the RMI approach. The client sends a
request to invoke a method placed on the server. This method
searches locally for the data and replies to the invoker by the
found data result or returns a NOT-FOUND reply. The client
repeats the search process in the next server until the data item
is found. Hence, the network load affected by this approach
(BCS) is calculated by:

B. The Response Time
We measure response time in seconds. Regarding the RMI
approach this response time is calculated by:
tcs = p1 ((B req + B res )t B01 + t p ) +

B cs = p1 (B req + B res ) +

p 2 (1 − p1 )((B req + B NF )t B01 + (B req + B res )t B02 + 2t p ) + ...

p 2 (1 − p1 )(2B req + B NF + B res ) + ...

pn (1 − p1 )(1 − p2 )...(1 − pn −1 )

p n (1 − p1 )(1 − p 2 )...(1 − p n −1 )(nB req + (n − 1)B NF + B res )

((B req + B NF )(t B01 + t B02 + ... + t B0( n −1) ) + (B req + B res )t B0n + nt p )

That is,

That is,
n

i −1

i =1

j =1

B cs = ∑ p i ∏ (1 − p j )(iB req + (i − 1)B NF + B res )

i −1

i −1

i =1

j =1

j =1

Applying the same approach in simplifying equations 3, 4,
and suppose that the network have the same delay per byte
over all the links. Then equation 6 can be simplified to be as
shown next.

For the ease of modeling, we assume that all servers have the
same probability (p) of finding data item. Then, equation 1
can be rewritten as:
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400 byte/sec. Fig. 2 shows the result of comparison between
the RMI and the mobile agent approaches using the "Expected
Network Load" versus "Result Size". It clearly shows that
mobile agents performs better when the result size is more
than 6 k byte, and using a compression ratio σ equal to 0.7,
when ten locations are visited. Whereas, the slightly
improvement taken from the RMI in smaller server result sizes
is negligible. Fig. 3 illustrates the network load produced by
each paradigm against the number of servers. The break-even
point moves forward and backward according to the changes
in the mobile agent code size, and the positive effect of
compression ratio. Fig. 3 shows the impact of the number of
servers on the network load. It can be seen that only for small
number of servers, mobile agent produce less network traffic.
However, for large server results, mobile agents always
produce less network traffic due to the positive effect of the
compression of the server result. Fig. 4 illustrates the network
load considering the client side only, it is obvious that mobile
agents produce minimal network load. Moreover, it is
independent from the location of found information.

n

t cs = np ∑ (1 − p )i −1 (t B (B res + iB req + (i − 1)B NF ) + it p ) (7)
i =1

The corresponding response time in the mobile agent
approach is calculated by:
hint : B ma = BC + BS + B req
t MA = p1 (B ma (t B01 + t m ) + (BS + B res )(t B01 + t m ) + t S + t p ) +
p 2 (1− p1 )
(B ma (t B01 + t m ) + B ma (t B12 + t m ) + (BS + (1 − σ )B res )(t B02 + t m ) + 2t S + 2t p ) + ...
pn (1− p1 )(1 − p2 )...(1 − pn −1 )
(B ma (nt m + t B01 + t B12 + ... + t B( n−1) n ) + (BS + (1 − σ )B res )(t B0n + t m ) + nt S + nt p )
n

i −1

i

i =1

j =1

j =1

t MA = ∑ pi ∏(1− p j )(B ma (nt m + ∑(t B( j −1) j ) + (BS + (1− σ )B res )(t B0i + t m ) + it S + it p )

(8)
Simplifying this equation, using the above simplification
assumptions leads us to:
n

t MA = np ∑ (1 − p )i −1 ((iBC + iB req + (i + 1)B S + (1 − σ )B res )(t B + t m ) + it S + it p )
i =1

(9)
Using the calculated network load from equation 3 simplifies
the response time equation 9 as:
t MA = np (B MA (t B + t m ) +

n (n + 1)
(t S + t p ))
2

(10)

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we provide a discussion of the proposed
model results. Furthermore, we determine the break-even
points between the two paradigms. These break-even points
determine which paradigm performs better with a given set of
parameters.
A. Evaluation Criteria
In the proposed comparative model, we choose to use two
quantifiable measurable quantities as evaluating metrics; the
response time and the network load. These two metrics are
employed to compare the performance of the RMI-based
paradigm versus the mobile agent-based paradigm. The
objective is to decide mathematically which paradigm
produces less network traffic in order to provide most rapid
response.

Fig. 2 Network load versus server result size for fixed compression
ration σ. Mobile agent produce smaller network load while σ
increases

B. Results and Discussion
To evaluate the performance of the RMI and mobile agent
paradigms, we have developed an implementation of the
proposed method for both paradigms using a customized
version of IBM Aglets to verify and validate the model
results. Different scenarios are considered using both
paradigms. The Agent consists of BC = 2 Kbytes. Weak
Migration is considered that is suitable for information
retrieval applications, and so BS = zero. The probability of
finding data at servers is considered to be unknown, and can
be guessed as p = 0.5. BNF = 20 bytes, σ is varied from zero to
one. The time to process the request is simulated by a latency
tp equal to 0.002 second. Finally, the network throughput =
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this exertion, we have demonstrated the following:
o A performance model that is based on rather more
realistic assumptions.
o Employing this model, the RMI and the mobile agent
paradigms were compared based on network load and
the response time.
o A breakeven point was determined that can benefit the
system developer to recognize and choose the correct
paradigm to be utilized for a given application and an
environment.
o The model was verified employing a customized
version of Aglets for both paradigms.
Fig. 4 Network load at the client side in the case of handheld devices

Based on our results, one can conclude that the mobile
agent is a promising paradigm for the design of information
retrieval systems in a distributed environment. However, one
should always consider that there is a paradigm suitable for a
given application running in a specific environment.
In this article, we have proposed a mathematical model to
compare the performance of the two code mobility extremes:
mobile agents and client-server paradigms. The mobile agent
paradigm performs better if the code size is small enough and
the compression ratio for the server results is acceptable.
Nevertheless, given the expected wide spread use of handheld
devices, mobile agents produce less client connection cost and
supports unreliable wireless connection by continuing
execution. This takes place when the client connection is
temporarily lost.
We argue that the proposed model in this work can be
instrumental in the creation of more mature applications. It
enables formal reasoning and verification of the selected
design decision. We are continuing to extend this model to
support different migration strategies to produce less network
traffic, and achieve lesser response time.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the corresponding diagrams for the
response time. These diagrams illustrate the influence of the
result size and number of visited locations respectively on the
overall response time. The most notable feature from these
graphs is the fast response time of the mobile agents for large
results. However, for example if the data rate is high enough,
mobile agents of large code size may not think to be the best
paradigm. Mobile agents suffer from performance degradation
when the number of search locations is increased.
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